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WHAT WE'RE INTERESTED IN

We are ready for the InterCommunity 2018!

The annual meeting that brings together our community in person and also in a virtual way will seek to address conversations about the most relevant issues for the community. In addition, the Action Plan for next year and the winners of Chapterthon 2018 will be announced. The event will be held on December 4, but you have time to register until November 23. Find out more here: ow.ly/bCbg30mnwSO

Andrew Sullivan took part in the panel "Global Digital Agenda and Internet Policies" in ICANN 63

In the event, Sullivan, CEO and President of Internet Society, highlighted the importance of the development of community networks, as a means to empower communities to implement and manage their own networks. Listen to his full speech in this article: ow.ly/Hte130mnwTK

W20 Summit: an approach to eliminate the gender gap

The W20 Summit was an opportunity to ask the #G20 leaders for greater commitment to eliminate the gender gap: digital inclusion, labor, financial and rural development. Read the article about the event: ow.ly/JHKf30mnx09

Why can Internet regulation have unforeseen consequences?

One of the consequences of Internet regulation is the extraterritorial application. The Internet was not designed to recognize physical limits or to comply with the rules of a single actor. We invite you to read the article of Konstantinos Komaitis here: ow.ly/NkXI30mnwZe
THE LAC CHAPTERS IN ACTION!

Welcome Chapter Colombia!

A group of global members of the Internet Society of Colombia began some months ago, the necessary actions to process the application for the creation of the Chapter in the country. This initiative led Colombia today to join our community as a Chapter. Congratulations ISOC Colombia! We invite you to read more about it here: ow.ly/E1S330mnxiz

The Haiti Chapter participated in different activities in the last month

Christelle Vaval and Jean Nahum Constant, two members of the Board of Internet Society Haiti and the ICANN fellows attended the ICANN 64 meeting in Barcelona.

On the other hand, the second edition of Haiti Cyber Con was held on October 20 and 21, two days of conferences on cybersecurity.

In addition, the Chapter is carrying out Smart Class, an IoT project in the country. It seeks to promote the IoT and its security in Haitian schools.

The Argentine School of Governance held its second edition

The second edition of the Argentine School of Internet Governance was organized in the city of Buenos Aires, from October 1 to 3, 2018, in the Manuel Belgrano auditorium of the Argentine Chancellery. There were more than 200 participants, 130 fellows and there was remote participation of a large part of the community. Find out more about it here: ow.ly/znpv30mnxcp

Wireless and mobile communications, by ISOC Argentina

ISOC Argentina and the University of Palermo organized the open talk: "Wireless and mobile communications. Yesterday, today and tomorrow ", with the visit of Dr. Katz from the University of Oulu, Finland. Learn more about it here: ow.ly/QMDJ30mnxdI

Shernon Osepa represented the region at the Internet Week and Commonwealth ICT Forum in Trinidad and Tobago

From October 2 to 5, 2018, Internet Society participated in Internet Week in Trinidad and Tobago. Several organizations and entities such as Google, Lacnic, CaribNOG, CTU, the Government of Trinidad and Tobago and Internet Society contributed. Shernon Osepa, represented the LAC region, lecturing on "Security of IoT and Community Networks".

In addition, in another session, Shernon also held a workshop on "Strategy to mitigate natural disasters"
On the other hand, Shernon Osepa was also present at the Commonwealth ICT Forum held in Trinidad and Tobago on October 3, during which he spoke on cybersecurity and IoT.

The Ecuador Chapter, preparing for the Chapterthon and the IGF

In the last month, ISOC Ecuador held several seminars and trainings within the framework of the Chapterthon and the Program of Presence and Institutional Strengthening of the Chapter in the country. The topics addressed were: Branding, Community Manager, IoT and Cybersecurity.

In addition, it is part of the Ecuadorian Internet Governance Board (MEGI), through which various activities related to the IGF Ecuador are carried out, which will be part of the General Coordination, and with presentations at the different tables to be developed on the November 10 at the University of Azuay.

What is EC Digital Alert? The initiative of ISOC Ecuador to encourage network security

The Chapter presented its initiative ALERTA DIGITAL EC, a Facebook page fan to promote the safe use of the network and IoT products and services; also as a way to provide a safe environment for the promotion and incentive of IoT in the country.

Learn more here: ow.ly/Y7XB30mnx47

The Peru Chapter continues with the webinars

Following the initiative to give greater participation to the whole community, ISOC Peru made a new webinar and invited Elisson Diones Cazumbá, who is the Chair of the Youth SIG of ISOC and is involved in Internet issues since 2015 and has participated in International forums. Learn more here: ow.ly/CsGI30mnxOx

A look at the IV National Digital Democracy Meeting in Perú

We invite you to watch the video summary of the IV National Digital Democracy Meeting held on September 20 at UTEC, in the city of Lima; organized by D & D International - Digital Democracy, with the collaboration of ISOC Peru: ow.ly/Cy4330mnxQV

UPCOMING EVENTS

Some of these event were mentioned in our previous edition, but the dates are coming up so we want to remind you about them!

Internet Day 2018 - November 2, Puerto Rico

The Puerto Rico Chapter will celebrate the Internet Day of Puerto Rico for the third time with the support of students and teachers from public and private schools and universities; non-profit organizations and interested communities. The main focus of Internet Day is to join the global agenda and celebrate the contributions that the Internet ecosystem provides. More information at: www.internetdaypr.org
ISOC Brazil Annual Meeting - November 4 - Goiânia

The 2018 Annual Meeting of the Brazil Chapter will be held at the Campus of the Federal University of Goiás. The programming is based on the themes of three global campaigns: community networks, Internet of Things and MANRS. The meeting will be part of the activities of the 8th Internet Forum in Brazil, a traditional event promoted by the CGI.br. More information here: https://forumdainternet.cgi.br.

IGF Paraguay - November 6 and 7, Asunción

The fifth edition of the Paraguay Internet Governance Forum will be held at the American University in the city of Asunción. The organization of the forum is led by the Paraguay Chapter. More information at: www.igf.org.py

IGF Ecuador - November 10, Cuenca

The goal of the IGF is to maximize the opportunity for an open and inclusive dialogue and the exchange of ideas on issues related to Internet governance. More information in: https://igfecuador.ec/

IGF - November 12 to November 24, París

The thirteenth Annual Meeting of the Internet Governance Forum (IGF) will be organized by the Government of France at UNESCO headquarters in Paris from November 12 to 14, 2018. More information here: https://www.intgovforum.org

Would you like to join your local Chapter? Contact the leaders of the chapter: goo.gl/q1UOul
Would you like to start a Chapter in your country? Read this guide: goo.gl/yocIhr

Contact Bureau América Latina y el Caribe: lac@isoc.org
Página web: www.internetsociety.org

Follow us in our social media channels: